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Members Present 
Joshua M. Sharfstein, M.D.    Kenneth Apfel, M.P.A 
Therese Goldsmith, J.D., M.S.         Darrell Gaskin, Ph.D.     
Jennifer Goldberg, J.D., LL.M.             Georges Benjamin, M.D. (by phone)              
Thomas Saquella, M.A.    Rebecca Pearce, M.B.A    
Ben Steffen, M.A. (by phone)     
 

Members Absent 
Enrique Martinez-Vidal, M.P.P 

 

Opening Comments and General Updates 
Chairman Sharfstein welcomed everyone to the meeting.  He announced that Mr. Steffen had, since the 
last meeting, been appointed executive director of the Maryland Health Care Commission.  Mr. Steffen 
thanked the Chairman and said a few words about his appointment. 
 
Ms. Pearce noted that the next Board meeting is scheduled to take place at the Montgomery County 
Health Department in Rockville and that she would send details on that meeting’s location to the Board in 
the coming days. 
 
A motion to adopt the minutes, without revisions, from the October 9 meeting was unanimously approved. 

 

Navigator Program Committee Discussion and Options Update 
Leslie Lyles-Smith, Director of Operations at the Maryland Health Benefit Exchange (MHBE); Danielle 
Davis, Director of Outreach and Communications at MHBE; Frank Kolb, Director of Policy at MHBE; and 
Melinda Dutton of Manatt Health Solutions gave the Board an update on the Navigator Program.  As they 
began, Ms. Pearce noted that this presentation is intended to prepare the Board for decisions it will be 
asked to make at its next meeting. 
 
Ms. Lyles-Smith began by providing some background information sources of feedback on policy and 
operational options, including the Navigator Program Advisory Committee, state agencies, and public 
comments.   
 
Mr. Kolb described Navigator roles and responsibilities, as well as handoffs between all parties involved 
in providing eligibility and enrollment services to consumers and small businesses.  He listed the types of 
handoffs discussed by the committee and the suggestions that arose from those discussions.  He noted 
that MHBE will include protocols for handoffs and roles and responsibilities in the terms and conditions of 
Navigator Entity grants as well as the Navigator training program. 
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Next, Ms. Davis discussed Navigator training.  She described the existing federal and state regulations 
and outlined the activities of the committee around the issue.  She noted that MHBE will set the minimum 
requirements for the training program in proposed regulations and will also develop a comprehensive 
training program. 
 
Professor Apfel asked whether the Board would be asked to take action on the preceding two issues: 
handoffs and training.  Ms. Davis replied that the Board would not be asked to take any action on these 
issues.   
 
Ms. Davis then described the issue of cultural competency in the Navigator Program, beginning with an 
outline of the existing requirements under federal and state law.  She outlined the discussions that took 
place in the committee meetings, and announced that MHBE will establish standards for cultural 
competency in the Navigator Program. 
 
Mr. Kolb addressed the issue of conflicts of interest in the Navigator Program, beginning with an outline of 
the existing requirements under federal and state law.  He outlined the discussions that took place in the 
committee meetings, and announced that MHBE will incorporate conflict of interest standards into both 
the grant solicitation and the training program.  He also said that MHBE is working on constructing a 
disclosure requirement intended to expose relationships between potential Navigator Entities and 
carriers.  Dr. Gaskin asked whether there are conflict of interest issues with providers.  Mr. Kolb 
responded that such issues did arise, but that those issues were mostly around assisters, rather than 
navigators.  Dr. Gaskin asked to whom the disclosure would be made.  Ms. Dutton replied that the 
disclosure would be made to MHBE through the contracting process, but that there had been some 
discussion about publishing the policies around conflicts of interest and disclosure to MHBE enrollees and 
applicants. 
 
Next, Ms. Lyles-Smith spoke to the committee about performance metrics.  She noted that no state or 
federal requirements exist that are specific to the Navigator Program.  She told the Board that the 
committee discussed some metrics that MHBE might consider including in the grant solicitation and said 
that MHBE will consider a performance-based funding model for Navigator Entities.  Professor Apfel 
wondered whether it was too early to create goals for Navigator Entities, to which Ms. Dutton replied that 
MHBE would have to establish goals but also remain flexible enough to adjust those goals.  Dr. Gaskin 
asked how the proposed metrics would assist MHBE in determining whether or not Navigator Entities are 
effective in targeting and meeting the needs of hard-to-reach communities.  Ms. Lyles-Smith responded 
that Dr. Gaskin’s concern came up in the committee’s meeting, and that such measures warrant further 
development, but that MHBE must be wary of overburdening Navigator Entities with too many metrics.  
Chairman Sharfstein agreed, and further stated that MHBE must carefully balance comprehensiveness 
with feasibility for all areas of policy and operations. 
 
Next, Mr. Kolb described a relatively new issue that could complicate Maryland’s Navigator Program: in-
person assisters.  He reported that the Center for Consumer Information and Insurance Oversight (CCIIO) 
introduced a distinct funding mechanism for these assisters, and described their minimum qualifications 
and functions, saying that MHBE is considering how to incorporate this program into the Navigator 
Program.  Chairman Sharfstein asked whether federal funding is available for this program.  Mr. Kolb 
replied that there is, and that MHBE could access that funding through a supplement to the Level II 
establishment grant.  Ms. Dutton pointed out that federal guidance contemplates assisters performing 
functions that have been reserved for Navigators in the Maryland program.  Mr. Saquella asked for 
clarification on who these assisters are, their functions, and their work locations.  Mr. Kolb responded that 
MHBE has discussed placing assisters at local health departments (LHDs) as well as alongside 
Navigators.  Professor Apfel asked what the target population of assisters would be.  Mr. Kolb replied that 
assisters are meant to target anyone seeking Medicaid or qualified health plan (QHP) eligibility, and that 
their work could be focused on outreach, education, and any non-enrollment activity.  Commissioner 
Goldsmith asked whether CCIIO will be issuing any further guidance on assisters.  Mr. Kolb replied that 
such guidance is not likely forthcoming any time soon.  Chairman Sharfstein noted that this is a new topic, 
and the Board will have to get up to speed and return to this topic later. 
 



Next, Ms. Lyles-Smith began a discussion of various topics regarding the Navigator Program on which 
MHBE will need the Board to make decisions, noting that MHBE will present recommendations at the 
next Board meeting.  She began with the issue of Navigator Entity distribution and presented options 
ranging from one state-wide entity to an entity in each county.  She displayed for the Board a map of 
MHBE’s original region proposal, which divides the state into six regions, each of which would have a 
single Navigator Entity.  She described the feedback from the committee and other stakeholders to that 
map, then displayed a newer region map that incorporated changes based on that feedback.  The 
updated map still contains six regions, but the composition of counties in each region had changed 
somewhat.  Mr. Saquella asked whether Navigator Entities could have more than one location in its 
region.  Ms. Lyles-Smith responded that entities could have multiple locations in their regions, and could 
even operate by county if they wished.  Mr. Steffen asked what was the basis for the second proposed 
map and why its western region was so large, noting that his organization, the Maryland Health Care 
Commission, bases its work on differently configured regions.  Ms. Lyles-Smith replied that the second 
map was based on the feedback from the first map which said that Howard, Carroll, Frederick, 
Washington, Allegany, and Garrett Counties have similar populations and that stakeholders in those 
counties have already begun planning and collaborating with an eye toward future Navigator Entity status.  
Mr. Steffen asked to hear from LHDs about the proposed region map.  Commissioner Goldsmith asked 
for more information about subcontracting relationships entered into by Navigator Entities.  Ms. Lyles-
Smith responded that MHBE and the committee had discussed several possible ways that Navigator 
Entities might engage subcontractors, such as with LHDs in their regions, perhaps by placing individual 
navigators in those LHD offices.  Commissioner Goldsmith expressed concern about whether any agency 
would be empowered to regulate subcontractors to Navigator Entities.  Ms. Dutton responded that MHBE 
interpreted that law such that Navigator Entities would be responsible for all individual navigators whether 
employed or contracted.  She added that subcontracting has been contemplated right from the beginning, 
especially to address language and cultural competency issues.  Commissioner Goldsmith asked for 
clarification that MHBE envisions individual navigators being employed by or in a contractual relationship 
with organizations other than Navigator Entities.  Ms. Dutton replied that that was the case.  Chairman 
Sharfstein noted that it was clear that the Board and MHBE had further work and study to do on this 
issue, as well as on working with LHDs.  
 
Mr. Kolb then presented the issue of Small Business Health Options Program (SHOP) Navigator 
distribution, noting that the Board would have to decide whether to run the SHOP Navigator program 
through the Individual Navigator Entities, directly employ SHOP Navigators at MHBE, or some 
combination of the two.  Commissioner Goldsmith noted that the Insurance Article says that SHOP 
Navigators have to be employed by and compensated through the SHOP program.  Mr. Kolb responded 
that, if the Board were to choose to run the SHOP Program through the Individual Navigator Entities, then 
those entities would have some kind of relationship with the SHOP. 
 
Next, Mr. Kolb presented information about Navigator Entity funding, noting that the Board would have to 
choose how to distribute funds.  He listed four choices: block grants, incentive-based payments, block 
grants with performance incentives, and per application.  He noted that most stakeholders felt that the 
block grants with performance incentives option was the best choice, particularly in the early years.  
Chairman Sharfstein asked that MHBE figure out a way to build in the flexibility to allow a Navigator Entity 
to expand, potentially allowing one entity to replace another that is not performing well. 
 
Ms. Lyles-Smith then noted that any conversation or decision about the Navigator Program must involve 
LHDs and local departments of social services (LDSSs) and how they will interact.  She introduced 
Charles Milligan, Deputy Secretary for Health Care Financing at the Maryland Department of Health and 
Mental Hygiene (DHMH), who shared his thoughts about the Medicaid program in Maryland and how it is 
administered through LHDs.   
 
Mr. Milligan began by stating that Maryland Medicaid awards $12.8 million to LHDs in Maryland to do 
Medicaid eligibility work—funding for 139 eligibility workers.  He said that some LHDs want to expand 
their services to serve families wherein the parents have MHBE qualified health plans (QHPs) and the 
children have Medicaid, making it necessary for that LHD to have some kind of relationship with the 
Navigator Program.  Some LHDs want to continue doing their Medicaid enrollment work through DHMH 



rather than expand their services.  Mr. Milligan noted that his agency is working closely with MHBE on 
how to institute the requirements for one-stop shopping all the way through enrollment, and balancing that 
with the varying goals of LHDs.  One of the issues DHMH is facing is whether LHDs who perform 
Navigator services would be placing their Medicaid enrollment grant funding at risk.  DHMH and MHBE do 
not want to pay twice for the same service, and they also do not want to preclude different options.  He 
provided an example of one way to ensure that there is no double paying.  An LHD could have certain 
employees who are certified Navigators, and these staff would be distinct from the regular Medicaid 
eligibility staff, making it possible to direct funding appropriately.  Professor Apfel asked whether all LHDs 
in Maryland currently perform Medicaid eligibility work.  Mr. Milligan replied that all LHDs do perform the 
work, but to varying degrees of capacity.  Professor Apfel asked why an LHD would not want to become a 
Navigator Entity.  Mr. Milligan replied that there are civil service and collective bargaining issues around 
changes in duties, as well as issues around whether LHDs can have two classes of employees, only one 
of which is paid on an incentive basis.  Chairman Sharfstein added that MHBE and the Board want 
potential Navigators to be enthusiastic about joining the program, and not feel like they are forced to join.  
Dr. Gaskin asked how DHMH would deal with LHDs that do not participate in the Navigator Program 
given the “no wrong door” policy.  Mr. Milligan responded that, going forward, LHDs would be required to 
have a relationship with the Navigator Entity in their region as a condition of their Medicaid grant.  Ms. 
Lyles-Smith added that Navigator Entity grants would require that they have some established 
relationship with the LHDs in their area.  Mr. Milligan finished by pointing out that, while today’s 
discussion has focused on LHDs, the same principle applies with LDSSs. 
 
Ms. Lyles-Smith closed the presentation by noting a few next steps, including preparation of 
recommendations on the Navigator Program issues for presentation to the Board in November, the 
development of the draft grant solicitation in mid-November, and communications with potential bidders to 
alert them to decisions made. 
 

SHOP Update 
Kevin Yang, Chief Information Officer of MHBE, presented to the Board an update on the issues under 
discussion around the SHOP.  He presented four decisions the Board must make in order to inform the 
further development of the information technology (IT) solution. 
 
First, Mr. Yang raised the issue of how to count the number of employees to determine SHOP eligibility.  
He noted that there are two choices.  Either each employee, regardless of the number of hours worked, 
would count equally (known as the headcount method) or each worker’s hours would be pooled together 
to determine a number of full-time equivalency (known as the full time equivalent, or FTE, method).  The 
headcount method will result in larger groups, meaning fewer groups will qualify to purchase on the 
SHOP whereas the FTE method will result in smaller groups, meaning more groups will qualify to 
purchase on the SHOP.  Mr. Saquella noted that, if the federal government requires the headcount 
method, it will cause a major disruption in the small group market.  Chairman Sharfstein asked what the 
current method is in Maryland.  Mr. Saquella replied that, currently, each employee who works more than 
30 hours per week is counted, and that anyone who works less than that amount of time is not a factor.  
Commissioner Goldsmith noted that Title 31 of the Maryland Code conforms to the Public Health Services 
Act by using the headcount method.  Mr. Steffen noted that MHBE should work to avoid causing a major 
distortion in the small group market.  Chairman Sharfstein instructed Mr. Yang to ask CCIIO to allow 
Maryland some flexibility on this issue, such as through a waiver. 
 
Next, Mr. Yang raised the issue of minimum participations rates imposed on employers who choose the 
Employee Choice model.  He presented the recommendation of MHBE that the Board require that at least 
75% of employees of a group enroll in a SHOP QHP, with exclusions for those employees who are 
covered under other group plans.  Mr. Saquella asked Mr. Yang to make it explicit whether or not part-
time employees are counted in the minimum participation calculation.  Chairman Sharfstein provided 
tentative approval of the recommendation, noting that the Board would revisit this issue. 
 
Next, Mr. Yang raised the linked issues of individual versus average age rating in the Employee Choice 
model.  He noted that federal guidance has not been released as yet on this issue, but that CCIIO 
appears to be employing an individual rating method on the Federally Facilitated Exchange (FFE).  



Chairman Sharfstein asked whether the individual rating would still be limited with rate banding.  Mr. Yang 
replied that the Chairman was correct, and added that the maximum would be 3 to 1.  Chairman 
Sharfstein noted that 3 to1 banding of individual rating would result in less variation than what exists in 
the current market.  Mr. Yang agreed.  He went on to state that MHBE’s recommendation is that the 
Board approve a model whereby individual rating is used.  Ms. Goldberg asked for the perspective of 
employees on this issue. 
 
Mr. Yang then described MHBE’s recommendation on employer defined contribution setup in the 
Employee Choice model, and how it interacts with individual rating.  MHBE recommended that employers 
be allowed maximum flexibility in setting up their contribution to employee premiums.  Employers could 
choose to contribute a fixed dollar amount, a percentage of premium, a fixed dollar amount based on a 
reference plan, or the remainder of premium after every employee pays a fixed amount.  Commissioner 
Goldsmith asked whether employers would run into problems with discrimination based on their 
contribution setup.  Mr. Yang replied that such issues could arise for employers, and that MHBE would 
have to educate employers about those issues and the possibility of their contribution setup making them 
ineligible for tax credits.  Mr. Saquella expressed support for the proposed reference plan method, 
provided it is feasible.  Mr. Steffen expressed concern that individual rating methods would place low-
wage, older workers in a situation where they are being offered unaffordable SHOP coverage, and added 
that the entire idea of individual rating seemed to him to run counter to the movement across the country 
toward community rating.  He noted his concern that individual rating will be so complicated that it will 
have the effect of discouraging employers from selecting Employee Choice.  Professor Apfel asked 
MHBE and his fellow Board members to think about what the biggest risk is around these issues, and 
also what sort of data MHBE could collect to determine whether the risk is serious or minimized over the 
first year of MHBE operations. 
 

Closing 
A motion to adjourn passed unanimously. 


